The European Physical Society came to life twenty years after World War II, between 1965 (with the first proposal of Gilberto Bernardini) and 1968 (the official constitution in Geneva). The Society aimed to establish or improve scien tific links, not between governmental bodies, but between individual scientists belonging to all European nations. The boldness of the vision underlying Bernardini's proposal can only be understood if we remember that these nations were at the time sharply split into two political and military blocks, and that scientific activities were deeply related to the arms race and to an increasingly competitive industrial perspective. Morever, the image of science itself as a purely cultural activity was being questioned by pro fessionals historians and philosophers, and by international political movements firmly rooted in the universities. The almost unanimous acceptance of the proposal and the successful birth of the Society show that European phy sicists were willing to overcome all these dif ficulties in order to further an international and truely scientific cooperation. A short histo rical analysis of those years helps understand better some of the unique features of the birth of EPS. 
Bernardini's Initiative
Nowadays "collaboration " is a magic word. 
